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Optically cxcitcd surfacc plarmons have been used as a probe for pulsed laser desorptlon of organlc compounds from a metal
surface. Changes in the adsorbed film thickness lcss than 1 A arc casily dctcctcd o n a nano~ccondtime scale. Furthermore, a
translent laser-induced Increase of the dielectric constant of he adsorbate is obscrvcd.

Fast surface processes induced by pulsed laser irradiation have recently become a field of great interest. However, most of the techniques of surface
analysis which are presently available do not provide
the temporal resolution required to investigate those
phenomena on a nanosecond scale. New methods in
surface analysis as well as improvements in the time
resolution of well-established techniques are thus desirable. In the experiments reported here optically
excited surface plasmons (SP) have been used as a
probe for pulsed laser desorption of organic compounds from a metal surface. By this method a change
in layer thickness less than one Angstriim can easily
be detected on a time scale which is in our case limited only by the electronics.
As is well known, SP can be excited optically by
the so-called attenuated-total-reflectance ( ATR )
method [ 1 2 (see inset in fig. I ): a glass surface is
illuminated with monochromatic light from the glass
half space at an angle 13large enough for total reflection to occur. The evanescent light wave is coupled to a metal surface next to the glass. When the
angle of incidence is varied, resonant coupling of the
evanescent light field to the surface plasma mode of
the metal takes place at a certain angle Oo, resulting
in a substantial decrease of the reflected intensity due
to SP excitation. This resonance effect is extremely
sensitive to changes in the characteristics of the metal
surface, such as roughness or coverage with a thin
film [2,3j (see fig. 1 ). In particular, a dielectric film
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Fig. I . The surface plasma resonance obcerved on a silver surface
covered with a dielectric film at 77 K ( i n this case watcr from the
vacuum system). shown for two different film thicknesses: ( a )
10 .A. ( h ) 70 The reflected intensity ls plotted versus the angle
ofincidencc. Thc arrow marks thc internal angle of total reflectlon. A sketch of the sarnplc gcomctry is shown in the inset: The
s ~ l v e rfilm covers the base o f a BK7 glass prism, and thc surfacc
plasmons are excited at !he silver-vacuum interface.

a.

with thickness d gives rise to a shift of the resonance
angle 8, by an amount AB0. which to first order is
given by [ 4 ]

Here e is the dielectric constant of the film, and the
constant Co i s of the order of lo-' deg/b.
We have used a setup first proposed by Kretschmann 151, where the metal (in our case silver) forms
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a film ( d = 500 A) on the glass surface. The light o f
a He-Ne laser {A=632.8 n m ) excites the SP at the
metal-vacuum interface by the evanescent Iight field
which penetrates the metal. The silver film was
evaporated onto a prism base, which served as the
glass substrate. The prism was thermalIy coupled to
a liquid nitrogen reservoir (T=77 K ) , so that thin
layers of dielectric material could be fmzen onto the
silver surface from the vapor phase. Our measurements were carried out for physisorbed films of' 2propanol (C,H,OH ) and tetrafluoromethane (CF,3
typically 100 A thick. An excimer laser (KTF; 248
nm) was used for the desorption of thc films.
In order to study the time dependence of the SP
resonance characteristics during the desorption process, one needs a sequence of resonance curves, such
as in fig. 1, on a nanosecond time scale. Since it i s
difficult to scan the angle B so rapidly, we have measured transients of the reflected intensity at different
$xed angles, and have reconstructed the time dependent SP resonance cunre from the set of taansients. In this way the resonance angle as well as the
width and the depth of the resonance can be obtained as time-dependent quantities, from which
properties like the complex dielectric constant and
the thickness of the adsorbate can be inferred. Here
we restrict our considerations to the shift of the resonance angle.
2-propanol. A filrn of C,H,OH was evaporated onto
the silver surface at 77 K in high vacuum and was
then partially desorbed by the excimer laser pulse at
a fluence of 12 d / c m 2 . The laser pulse intensity and
the reflectivity of the silver surface were eached measured with a high speed PIN-diode and recorded on
a storage oscilloscope. As an example, fig. 2 shows a
typical trace taken at an angle 8<O0 near the inflection point of the leading edge of the SP resonance
curve. Under this condition one would expect a decrease in intensity due to the SP shlft Ado corresponding to the reduction of film thickness by the
desorption process; (see eq. ( 1 ) }. For zirnes larger
than 100 ns a decrease in intensity is observed: indeed, but first a pronounced peak appears. This feature indicates that apart from desorption an
additional process is induced by the laser pulse, connected with a temporary Increase in B0 and hence in
the quantity d(t - I ) .
The shift of the resonance angle as evaluated from

Fig. 2. Typical storage osc~llo~cope
tracer, taken at a fixcd angle
of rncidence f ? i 0, Upper curve: reflectivity transient; lower curve:
laser intensity.

a set of transients like the one in fig. 2 is plotted in
fig. 3a. According to eq. ( I ) the thickness d desorbed by one pulse can b~ determined numerically
from thc asymptotic value of beo,which in the present case yields d=6.1 k0.5 A. (We have used here
a value of 2.23 for the dielectric constant of Zpropanol, obtained by extrapolation from the room
temperature value [6]. The total thickness of the
layer as determined from the resonance angle O0 was
113 A.)
We interpret the shift towards larger resonance angles during the first tens of nanoseconds as being due
to highly polarizable states of the adsorbed molecules, excited by the pulse laser ultraviolet irradiation. This interpretation is substantiated by the data
obtained for CF,, as discussed below.
Te!raj?uorornethane. Fig. 3b shows the time dependent resonance shift for films of CF,. Obviously,
this material is not noticeably desorbed by the laser
pulses applied here, because for long times (even
longer than the 5 ps displayed in fig. 3 ) AO0 asymptotically approaches zero within our accuracy of
1 5 x lo-' deg. This implics that the ablation per
pulse has to be less than 0.5 i$. By making use of the
cumulative effect of a sequence of pulses this upper
Eirnit could be further reduced to AddO.01 A per
pulse.
The transient shift towards largcr €on
I0
the,other
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Fig. 4. Decay of the resonance shift for CF, on a semi-logarithmic
scale. The solid 11nerepresents a modeE based on the recombinatbon o f photodlssociatlon products as described in thc tcxt.

a change in the dielectric constant according to the
Clausius-Mosotti equation

t~me'nsl

Flg. 3. Left: shlft of the resonance angle, ADo, as reconstructed
from sets of reflectivity transientsltke the one in fig. 2 Tor ( a ) 2propanol. / b ) tetrafluoromethane The dotted I ~ n eIn the inset of
( a ) represents rhe lntenslty of the excimcr laser pulse on the same
time scale. The right hand sides show && for a larger lime Interval, measured with a second storage osc~lfoscope.
The crror bars
arc duc to fluctvat~onsof the laser pulse energy. For CF, the valuc
of A@,, which is still 1 .OX 10-? deg at 5 ps, asymptotically approaches zero at longer timcs.

and therefore from eq. ( 1 )
$8, K N ,

(3

since the film thickness d is essentialIy constant in
this case. The random walk model gives the following expression for the number density of rad~cals[7]:

i

log(N/No) = - c1 P(1' ) dl"
n

hand, occurs for CF, in a similar way as for propanol. We thus conclude that also here highly polarizable states are excited by the excimer Iaser pulse.
Since an ablation signal is not superimposed in this
case, a quantitative discussion of the observed decay
appears to be easier, and we wiIl therefore concentrate in the following on the data for CF,.
In order to analyze the time dependence of the SP
resonance angle shift, we have replotted the data on
a sernl-logarithmic scale in fig. 4. Clearly an expanential decay characterized by a single relaxation
time, which wouId correspond to a straight line in
rhisplot, does not fit the data points. However, a very
good fit is achieved by the solid line, which represents a simple model: The UV laser pulse dissociates
the molecuIes into separate radicals with high polarizability, which recombine after a random walk in
the film. Under the assumption that the number
density N of the radicals is much smaller than the
total number density of the CF, molecules we expect

(4)

with

P ( s ) = ( 8 ~ D t-3/2
) exp( - S 2 / 8 D t ) ,

(5)

when fission into two radicals is assumed. D is here
the diffusion constant, 6 the mean diszance of the fission products at the end of the Iaser pulse, and the
constant C , characterizes the recombination process
itself. The fit yields

6= ( 3 1 3 ~ S ) " ~ D I ' ~

(6a)

and

D= (6.6 rn~)-"~C:".

lab)

(For further analysis, information about the recombination constant Cl will be required.)
In the case of propanol the above model gives much
less satisfactory agreement with the data. We ascribe
this fact to the superimposed desorption process (for
early times) and no the Iarger variety of possible fis-
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sion products and the more complicated chemistry
of t h ~ ssysrem.
In conclusion, we have shown that SP resonance
can be used as a fast and sensitive tool for studying
the processes involved in laser desorption of dielectric film from a metal surface. Both the ablation and
the excitation of the film material could be obsesved.
In the case of tetrafluoromethane, the data can be
described with a simple radical diffusion model For
further studies considerable improvement in accuracy seems to be possible. More details of this work
will be published elsewhere.
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